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successful rebellion. The Count de Jehay says they a re sup-
posed to have arrived In Syria in the twelfth century with
the Kurdish hordes led by Saladin and other chieftains.1
Professor Boulos Khauli, of the Syrian Protestant College,
points out that it is not necessary to assume for this sect an
origin in Syria different' from that of the Sunn I Moslems.
From the beginning 'All had his partisans wherever Islam
spread. According to a tradition of the Mefciwileh, the
caliph 'Othman banished to Damascus a certain Abu "Czar
who took the part of his rival 'AH. Because of his active
influence in Damascus he was later transferred to Sum fend
(Sarepta), south of Sidon, where he continued to preach
the claims of 'All The adherents thus gained to the cause
are said by the Metawileh of the region to have formed the
nucleus of the sect in Syria. The distinct physiognomy
of its votaries is easily accounted for by an extraordinary
exclusiveness enforcing through many centuries marriage
within their own community. It Is quite possible thai (he
above-named traditions of a foreign origin may apply to the
immigration of certain families who swelled the ranks of a
sect already formed in Syria.. Whatever their origin, they
had become strongly established around .Bu/ulbek in the
beginning of the sixteenth century. An early leader In that
district, one Harfush is said to have given his name to the
terrible house of Harfush, whose members have held despotic
sway in the same region until quite recent times.
In order to make clear the roots of the strong antagonism
still mutually felt by the Sunnis and Shi'ahs, we may be al-
lowed to return to the history of the schism already touched
upon in the first chapter. After the death of the prophet,
one party claimed that the divine right of succession was
vested alone in 'Ali and his descendants. But the contrary
opinion prevailed; Abu Bekr, 'Omar, and 'Othman were
successively elected to the caliphate; and twenty-three years
had elapsed from Mohammed's death before the succes-
sion of 'Ali became a fact. Revolt against the new caliph
drenched Islam with blood, and after five years *Ali fell sole
1 See "Dela Situation Llgulc den nujets Ottomans non-MuHulmunft,"
pp. 424-442, par Je Conte F. van den Htoon do Jolrty (Hruxelk'H, 1906),

